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ABSTRACT

NAC OPTIMUS™ packagings are a Type B(U)F-96 transportation package designed for maximum flexibility and cost-efficiency to support shipment of a wide range of challenging wastes and materials. It is a small, modular packaging meeting DOT weight limits for road transport. Contents can be accommodated in multiple configurations including standard drums of up to 110 gallons in size. The packagings also accommodate unique waste contents and fuel designs where cost-effective packaging options have been a challenge. The packagings have a simplicity of design and operational flexibility to meet both IAEA and U.S. NRC Type B requirements. Flexibility is assured by the modular design for containment, shielding and criticality control. The containment boundary design permits adaptability to content requirements by relying on interchangeable internal components or dunnage.

The OPTIMUS™ packaging utilizes the same cask containment vessel (CCV) in the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L. The OPTIMUS™-L is a lightweight transportation packaging with a capability of up to ten (10) OPTIMUS™-L packages per legal-weight truck shipment. The OPTIMUS™-H has an Outer Shield Vessel (OSV) made of ductile cast iron and Impact Limiters (IL) with a higher payload capacity than the OPTIMUS™-L. The large cavity size of the CCV, can accommodate standard drums up to 110 gallons, combined with the small size and modularity of the OPTIMUS™ packaging provides unmatched flexibility for the user.

OPTIMUS™ can accommodate more radioactive waste in each drum (up to a Fissile Gram Equivalent (FGE) limit of 395g Pu 239) than larger packages can in 10 drums. Furthermore, because of its small size and weight, up to ten (10) OPTIMUS™-L packages can be accommodated per legal-weight truck shipment. Thus, one LWT shipment of 10 OPTIMUS™ L packages can accommodate more than 10 times the FGE as a large package containing 10 drums.

In this paper, NAC provides a technical overview of the OPTIMUS™ packagings and identifies the design features and technology advancements making the OPTIMUS™ product line a readily adaptable and flexible solution for packaging reactor and decommissioning wastes. The system enables the integration of these wastes into the
existing waste management system process and disposition infrastructure.

1 OPTIMUS™ PACKAGING DESCRIPTIONS

The OPTImal Modular Universal Shipping (OPTIMUS™) package product line includes two different package designs; the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L, shown in Fig. 1. Both packages are designated Type B(U)-F and designed to satisfy the most limiting requirements of 10 CFR 71 [1] and IAEA SSR-6 [2]. The OPTIMUS™-H packaging is used to transport radioactive materials (RAM) that require significant shielding for gamma radiation, whereas the standard OPTIMUS™-L packaging is used to transport RAM requiring minimal gamma shielding. However, the large cavity size and payload weight limit of OPTIMUS™-L allows for the addition of shield inserts inside the CCV to accommodate content with increased activities.

The general physical attributes of the OPTIMUS™ packagings are discussed in Section 1.1. Lifting and tiedown features of the OPTIMUS™-L packaging are discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. Other structural, thermal, containment, and shielding features of the OPTIMUS™ packaging are discussed in Sections 1.4 through 1.7. The contents of the OPTIMUS™ package are discussed in Section 1.8.
1.1 General Description

The newest addition to the OPTIMUS™ packaging product line is OPTIMUS™-L; a Type B(U)-F packaging designed to transport RAM contents requiring less radiation shielding than those shipped in the OPTIMUS™-H package. Both the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packages use the same Cask Containment Vessel (CCV). However, the outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L differ due to shielding requirements for the intended contents. The outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-H, designed to accommodate high-activity contents, consists of a thick-walled Outer Shield Vessel (OSV) and an Impact Limiter System (ILS), whereas the outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-L consists of a stainless steel drum-like assembly filled with rigid polyurethane foam for impact and thermal protection. The physical attributes of the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packages are summarized in Table I.
### TABLE I. OPTIMUS™ Packaging Physical Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging Physical Attributes</th>
<th>Packaging Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPTIMUS™-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Dimensions(1)</td>
<td>Ø188.5 cm x 211.3 high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ø74.2 in. x 83.2 in. high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity Dimensions</td>
<td>Ø82.6 cm x 119.4 cm high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ø32.5 in. x 47.0 in. high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging Tare Weight</td>
<td>11,202 kg (24,700 lbs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Contents Weight</td>
<td>3,311 kg (7,300 lbs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Weight(2)</td>
<td>~11,338 to 14,512 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(~25,000 to 32,000 lbs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Shield Thickness(3)</td>
<td>≥ 20.3 cm (8.0 in.) iron/steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. Outer dimensions excluding lifting and tiedown protrusions.
2. Range based on variation of contents weight.
3. Shielding inserts can be added for supplemental shielding of contents, as required.

The OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packagings are designed to ship similar contents with different activities, so it is likely users may require both OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packagings for large shipping campaigns. By using a common CCV design in both the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packagings, operating procedures for loading contents, CCV closure, and unloading contents are largely standardized, simplifying operations for users operating both OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packagings. In addition, the use of a common CCV design allows for operational flexibility and interchangeability of the CCV between packages, with clear economic benefits for users operating both OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L packages.

The outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L are significantly different due to shielding requirements for the intended contents. The outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-L consists of a stainless steel drum-like assembly that is filled with rigid polyurethane foam for impact and thermal protection, whereas the outer packaging of the OPTIMUS™-H, which is designed to accommodate high-activity contents, consists of a thick-walled Outer Shield Vessel (OSV) and an Impact Limiter System (ILS). Because of the differences in the outer packaging, the OPTIMUS™-L has a much smaller outer envelope and gross weight than the OPTIMUS™-H. As shown in Table I, OPTIMUS™-L has external dimensions of Ø124.5 cm (Ø49.0-inch) by 177.8 cm (70.0-inch) high and maximum gross weight of only 4,172 kg (9,200 pounds) compared to Ø188.5 cm (Ø74.2-inches) by 211.3 cm (83.2-inch) high and 14,512 kg (32,000 pounds) for the OPTIMUS™-H. The smaller size and weight of the OPTIMUS™-L package result in significant improvement in operational efficiencies for lower activity contents that larger packages. For example, OPTIMUS™-L packages can be loaded and pre-staged for shipment to minimize wait times for the driver and transport equipment, which reduces shipping costs. In addition, the per-drum content weight, decay heat, and fissile gram equivalent of RAM is much higher than that of larger transportation packages.

Loading operations for the OPTIMUS™-L package differ by content and facility type. Typical contents of the OPTIMUS™-L package with low surface dose rates may be loaded directly into the CCV. Contents with high surface dose rates may require loading via a shielded transfer cask and/or transfer adapter or via remote operations. The OPTIMUS™-L package may be loaded while mounted on the
trailer deck, or it may be removed from the trailer for loading operations performed inside a facility. The modularity of the OPTIMUS™-L packaging provides maximum flexibility for operations.

1.2 Lifting Features

Unlike most other Type B(U) packages used to transport similar RAM contents, the OPTIMUS™ packagings are relatively small and lightweight, simplifying lifting and handling operations. The primary mode of lifting and handling the OPTIMUS™ package is by forklift using a pallet, as shown in Fig. 2. The pallet allows the OPTIMUS™ packages to be quickly and easily loaded onto or unloaded from a trailer outside the secure area of a facility without the need for a mobile crane and it eliminates the need to bring the tractor and trailer into the facility’s secure area.

Fig. 2. OPTIMUS™-L Packaging Secured to Pallet

The loaded OPTIMUS™-L package, with the pallet and tiedowns attached, may also be lifted from the three (3) lifting lugs attached to the OP lid using standard rigging. The OP lid lifting lugs are designed to provide minimum factors of safety of six (6) against yield strength and ten (10) against ultimate tensile strength in accordance with the requirements of ANSI N14.6 [3].

The loaded CCV assembly is lifted from the three (3) threaded holes located on the top surface of the CCV lid, into which swivel hoist rings are installed and standard rigging is attached. The CCV lifting attachments are designed to provide minimum factors of safety of six (6) against yield strength and ten (10) against ultimate tensile strength in accordance with the requirements of ANSI N14.6 [3].

1.3 Tiedown Features and Shipping Configurations

The OPTIMUS™-L package is designed to be secured to a pallet using the four (4) tiedown arms attached to the OP base bolt flange, as shown in Fig. 2. The pallets are then placed onto a trailer deck and secured in accordance with applicable transport regulations. The OPTIMUS™-L packages may also be secured directly to a trailer deck if a pallet is not used. The 127 cm (50-inch) wide pallet is sized to
permit two (2) OPTIMUS™-L packages to be placed over the width of a standard 259 cm (8'-6'') trailer deck. Up to ten (10) OPTIMUS™-L packages are allowed per shipment, as shown in Fig. 3. For typical contents weighing approximately 500 pounds, ten (10) OPTIMUS™-L packages will satisfy the weight limits for a LWT shipment. For heavier contents, the number of packages may be reduced to stay within LWT limits, or shipping permits may be obtained.

**Fig. 3. Typical OPTIMUS™-L Package Transport Configuration**

### 1.4 Energy-Absorbing Features

The OPTIMUS™-L OP lid and base assemblies are designed to crush and absorb energy under NCT and HAC free drops to limit the shock loads imparted to the CCV and contents. The OP base and lid are both constructed from stainless steel shells that fully encase energy absorbing closed-cell polyurethane foam core components to create a sealed cavity to protect the foam core from the external environment. The outer shells and outer end plates of the OP lid and base are constructed from 0.5 cm (3/16 inch) thick stainless steel plate and inner shells are constructed from 14-gauge (0.2 cm (0.0751-inch) thick) stainless steel sheet. The OP shells are designed to plastically deform under NCT and HAC free drop conditions, but not fail in any manner that would expose the OP foam to the ambient environment.

The OP lid and base foam cores are comprised of 80 kg/m³ (5 pcf) and 384 kg/m³ (24 pcf) closed-cell polyurethene foam for optimal performance in the NCT and HAC free drop tests. The 80 kg/m³ (5 pcf) foam cores used in the top end of the OP lid is not crushed under any NCT or HAC free drop conditions but provides thermal protection of the CCV lid O-ring seals for the HAC thermal test. All energy absorption is provided by the 384 kg/m³ (24 pcf) foam core used in the corner and overhang regions of the OP lid and base. Shear rings attached to the top and bottom inner end plates provide backing support for the corner foam under side, corner, and oblique drop impacts.

### 1.5 Thermal Features

The OPTIMUS™-L packaging includes thermal insulation in the OP lid and a thermal spider in the OP base that help control the temperature of the packaging components under NCT and HAC. A 0.6 cm (¼-inch) thick layer of ceramic fiber insulation is attached to the inner surface of the OP lid outer end
plate to minimize heating of the overpack foam from insolation. This maintains the temperature of the
foam under NCT below the lower-bound temperature assumed for the foam stress-strain properties used
in the drop analyses. In addition, this feature minimizes the heating of the CCV closure O-ring seals
during the HAC fire. The OP base includes a thermal spacer, which is designed to conduct heat from the
contents through the foam core to the exterior of the outer packaging under NCT. The thermal spacer is
copper plate with an annular “body” and twelve “spokes” that extend radially through the OP base foam
core and are bent OP to run along the OP base outer shell. The body of the thermal spacer is sandwiched
between the OP base inner bottom end plate and bottom corner foam core and compressed by the weight
of the contents. The vertical legs of the thermal spider are sandwiched between the outside of the OP
base foam core and the inside of the OP base outer shell.

1.6 Containment Features

The OPTIMUS™-L packaging containment system, designed to a “leaktight” containment criterion per
ANSI N14.5 [4], is formed by CCV body (cylindrical shell, bottom plate, bolt flange, and all associated
welds), CCV lid and its closure bolts and containment O-ring seal, and the port cover and its closure bolts
and containment O-ring seal.

The CCV lid is a stepped plate secured to the CCV body by twelve (12) high strength stainless steel
custom CCV lid bolts and sealed by an elastomeric O-ring. The design of the CCV lid prevents shear
loading of the CCV lid bolt under NCT free drop, HAC free drop, and HAC puncture tests. The CCV
lid’s inner plug, which fits tightly inside the top opening of the CCV body, prevents significant lateral
movement of the CCV lid relative to the CCV body bolt flange to prevent shear loading of the CCV lid
bolts. The CCV lid bolts are 2.5 cm (1-inch) diameter socket head cap screws that are machined to create
captured bolts. The CCV lid has twelve (12) bolt holes with scalloped pockets in which the CCV lid bolt
heads are recessed and protected from impact loads.

For transport the CCV port cover is installed and sealed by an elastomeric O-ring. The CCV port cover is
secured to the CCV lid by four (4) 0.6 cm (¼-inch) diameter stainless steel socket head cap screws. The
CCV port cover is recessed in a pocket within the CCV lid and protected from shear loading due to free
drop and puncture tests.

1.7 Shielding Features

Gamma shielding on the OPTIMUS™-L packaging is provided by stainless steel plates forming the CCV
and OP inner and outer shells. The packaging radial surfaces include the CCV 2.5 cm (1-inch) thick
stainless steel shell, the 0.2 cm (0.0751-inch) thick (14-gauge) OP inner shells, and a 0.5 cm (3/16 inch)
 thick OP outer shell, for a combined steel thickness of 3.2 cm (1.26 inches). Additional shielding
thickness is provided on the top and bottom ends of the package.

Shield inserts are available for contents requiring additional gamma shielding or neutron shielding. With
the 1,587 kg (3,500-pound) limit for the combined weight of the shield insert and the contents, the
OPTIMUS™-L packaging has the capability to accommodate a wide range of contents with higher source
terms.

1.8 Contents

The current contents of the OPTIMUS™ package include intermediate level waste (ILW) and irradiated
fuel waste.
All fuel and waste contents shall be in secondary containers (e.g., drums or boxes). In addition, the contents shall not exceed the fissile gram equivalent (FGE) limits for plutonium contents or the Fissile Equivalent Mass (FEM) limits for low-enriched uranium (LEU) contents from Table II.

**TABLE II. OPTIMUS™ Packaging Contents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Type</th>
<th>Content Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPTIMUS™-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILW and TRU Waste</td>
<td>≤ 390g Pu-239(^{(1)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEU</td>
<td>≤ 2,268 kg (5,000 lb.),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.96 wt% U-235(^{(3)})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. FGE limit shown for hand compacted ILW waste with ≥25g Pu-240 credit. The FGE limit for hand compacted ILW waste with no Pu-240 credit is 335g Pu-235. The FGE limit for machine compacted ILW waste is 250g Pu-239.
2. FGE limit shown for hand compacted ILW waste with ≥25g Pu-240 credit. The FGE limit for hand compacted ILW waste with no Pu-240 credit is 340g Pu-239. The FGE limit for machine compacted ILW waste is 250g Pu-239.
3. Enrichment limit shown with particle size restriction of ≤ 0.1 cm and/or ≥ 8.0 cm. Enrichment limit without particle size restriction is 0.80 wt% U-235.

Shoring must be placed between loose fitting contents and the CCV cavity to prevent excessive movement during transport. The shoring may be made from any material that does not react negatively with the packaging materials or contents.

The large cavity size and high content weight limits of both the OPTIMUS™-L and OPTIMUS™-H packages allow the addition of shield inserts for higher activity contents. Shield inserts are currently steel (25mm, 57mm and 86mm) but may be made from various materials and sizes, depending on the type and amount of shielding required. Aside from attachments for lifting, shield inserts do not have any other noteworthy operational features.

2 **OPTIMUS™ REGULATORY APPROVALS**

The OPTIMUS™-H application was submitted to CNSC in July 2018 and NAC received RAIs in June 2019. It is anticipated CNSC will issue the certificate in the first quarter of 2020. The OPTIMUS™-L application to CNSC was submitted in April of 2019 and it is anticipated that the certificate will be issued in mid-2020. Submittals of OPTIMUS™-H and OPTIMUS™-L applications to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) or the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) are expected in 2020.
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